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ABSTRACT
Audio annotation for music clips is an important task for machine-
learning-based music analysis and applications. However, it is a
time-consuming task because it often requires repetitive manip-
ulations even though typical audio files often contain repetitive
structures (e.g., a song often has similar phrases used multiple
times). In this paper we present a new interaction technique, to
intelligently automate repetitive manipulations for audio annota-
tion. It mimics the “autocompletion” functions used in source code
editors and spreadsheet software and is called Autocomplete Audio
Annotation. We developed a proof-of-concept system for annotating
the continuous fundamental frequency (fo) of a vocal part of a song.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Annotation of musical pieces extends music information retrieval,
and the annotated pieces are important as training data in machine
learning. Fully automating the annotation of existing songs is dif-
ficult and the annotation task requires human labor, but human
annotation can be supported by a semi-automatic and interactive
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Figure 1: Screenshot of Autocomplete Audio Annotator,
which provides autocompleted annotations (Bottom). Once
the user provides an annotation (Top left), these autocomple-
tions are generated by using an estimated repetitivemusical
structure shown at the “Song structure” part.

method. To improve the speed and accuracy of interactive anno-
tation, we propose Autocomplete Audio Annotation of songs using
structured repetitions.

Music usually has sections like choruses and similar phrases
that are repeated. This characteristic repetition has been used for
music analysis, such as sound source separation [12], analyzing
music structure [3, 8], and lyric transcription [9]. Interaction that
speeds up the next input based on past input by the user is called
autocompletion and is utilized in various situations, such as speech
input [5] and 3D sculpting [11]. Autocompletion and the repetitions
in music, however, have not been applied to annotation.

The annotation we target is the fundamental frequency (fo) of
the vocal in the popular music. The existence of instrument sounds,
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Figure 2: Manual edit of annotation by mouse interaction.

however, makes its automatic estimation with high accuracy dif-
ficult. Manual annotations are also difficult and time-consuming.
Although Songle [6] and Ensemble [13] provide a semi-automated
and crowdsourced architecture used to generate vocal fo annota-
tions from the audio signal of a music piece, there has been no
work using the repeated structure of music and the autocompletion
approach.

2 IMPLEMENTATION
As shown in Figure 1, our proposed system first automatically esti-
mates the vocal fo values (black circles), which may contain errors
and thus need manual correction, and visualizes them on the spec-
trogram with vocal fo candidates (white dots). They are estimated
by using PreFEst [2]. We then estimate a repetitive musical struc-
ture by using a method based on the spectral clustering [8]. To
estimate the repetitive structure, we perform beat tracking based
on the recurrent neural network [1] through the madmom library.

On the interface screen the section currently being annotated
and the two sections that are the most and secondmost similar are
visualized in parallel. The fo similarity between repetition sections
is calculated by using a dynamic time warp method based on the
Euclidean distance of an fo candidate.

A mouse is used for manual editing of annotation (Figure 2).
If a user selects multiple points by left-clicking them, they are
connected by interpolation. The points can be deleted by right-
clicking them. fo annotation is corrected by pressing the enter key
and a section is annotated as having no vocal by pressing the delete
key. To confirm the annotated fo, the vocal can be resynthesized
by using the sinusoidal model and played back.

When the user edits fo, the system proposes a revised plan,
fo time-frequency range (green polygons), for other sections as
the autocompletion. When the user accepts that plan, the system
automatically determines the most likely and smooth fo based on
the plan by using the Viterbi algorithm to adapt different fo values
even though two sections are musically similar.

3 USER FEEDBACK
In order to verify the concept of using autocompletion for annota-
tion, an initial pilot study was conducted under the condition that
a user selects from the given fo candidates. A male musician who
had experience with melody transcription and correcting melody
(fo) using Songle [6] and Melodyne was asked to annotate vocal fo
of six songs from RWC-MDB-P-2001 [4]. The six songs were four
Japanese songs sung by two males and two females and two English
songs sung by one male and one female. The user performed two
annotation tasks for five minutes on each song: (T1) annotating fo

of Nos. 1, 80, and 98 without using the autocompletion, and (T2)
annotating fo of Nos. 2, 78, and 96 with the autocompletion.

The user was presented the six songs in the order of Nos. 1, 80,
2, 78, 98, and 96. For each song, the progression rate of annotation
completed in 5 minutes of task was 9.3%, 25.0%, 19.1% for Nos. 1,
80, and 98 (T1) and 19.1%, 9.0%, 45.0% for Nos. 2, 78, and 96 (T2),
respectively. In T2 the autocompletion was used at 0%, 48.8%, and
57.0% for Nos. 2, 78, and 96, respectively.

The user commented on the effectiveness of the autocomplete
function and the similar part display function. He also suggested
the following improvements for the system: rejection when the
similar part is erroneous, increase of the number of similar sections,
and visualization of fo likeliness.

4 CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced an autocomplete concept that speeds
vocal fo annotation for music. The concept can be applied to various
annotations other than those of music and can also be applied for
purposes other than annotation, such as pitch editing (re-synthesis)
of singing voice.

For annotating music data other than fo, some interaction tech-
niques have been investigated so far; for example, interactions for
tagging sound events [7] and for correcting speech recognition
results [10] have been proposed. Our system could be further ex-
tended by combining these techniques.
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